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Abstract
Gynandromorphs are creatures where at least two different body sections are a different
sex. Bilateral gynandromorphs are half male and half female. Here we develop a the-
ory of gynandromorph ontogeny based on developmental control networks. The theory
explains the embryogenesis of all known variations of gynandromorphs found in multicel-
lular organisms. The theory also predicts a large variety of more subtle gynandromorphic
morphologies yet to be discovered. The network theory of gynandromorph development has
direct relevance to understanding sexual dimorphism (differences in morphology between
male and female organisms of the same species) and medical pathologies such as hemi-
hyperplasia (asymmetric development of normally symmetric body parts in a unisexual
individual). The network theory of gynandromorphs brings up fundamental open questions
about developmental control in ontogeny. This in turn suggests a new theory of the origin
and evolution of species that is based on cooperative interactions and conflicts between de-
velopmental control networks in the haploid genomes and epigenomes of potential sexual
partners for reproduction. This network-based theory of the origin of species is a paradig-
matic shift in our understanding of evolutionary processes that goes beyond gene-centered
theories.
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1 Introduction
Gynandromorphs are creatures that are part female (gyn-) and part male (andro-). Bilateral gynan-
dromorphs are half male and half female split down the middle like the lobster in Fig.1a and the
Rooster-Hen in Fig.5a. Gynandromorphs occur in many species of including insects, fish, birds and
mammals.
(a) Lobster (b) Polar-O Mosquitoes (c) Rooster-Hen
Fig. 1: Gynandromorphs. Fig.1a Lobster, yellow male on the right hand side, green-brown female on the left
hand side. Picture provided by Palmer [82]. Fig.1b Polar-Oblique mosquito illustrations. Used with permission
from Hall [45]. Fig.5a Rooster-Hen, its right side is female brown, left side male yellow. Picture provided by
Clinton. A version appears in [113].
Scientists give conflicting answers to the questions of how gynandromorphs form and what makes them
possible at all. The standard view used is that gynandromorphs result from an unequal distribution of sex
chromosomes by way of chromosome loss or gain during cell division. Others have found the cells to
have a normal complement of chromosomes, but the cells in the two bilateral halves are of different sex.
Related to this is the view is that hormones determine sexual dimorphism -the differences in morphology
between males and females. This paper gives an explanation of why chromosomal abnormalities and
cells of different sex can lead to gynandromorphism. In addition it is shown that there is a third way for
gynandromorphs to develop where all the cells of an organism are genetically normal with the normal
complement of chromosomes and all the cells have the same sex, and yet they can still develop into
gynandromorphs or have hemimorphic, non-bilateral bodies,
2 Networks control gynandromorph development
This essay presents a novel, general computational theory of how gynandromorphs are generated from
a single fertilized egg. The theory is based on a computational theory of development, developmental
control networks (CENEs) and bilateral symmetry [104, 105, 106, 108]. The standard hypotheses that
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an unequal chromosome distribution causes gynandromorphy are special cases of the general network
theory of gynandromorphic development presented here.
What is missing in all previous accounts of gynandromorphs is a detailed explanation and theory of
how gynandromorphs develop from a single fertilized egg. This paper gives an explanation of the
ontogeny of gynandromorphs that is detailed enough to model the development of all known types of
gynandromorphs found in multicellular organisms1. The theory also predicts a large variety of more
subtle gynandromorphic morphologies yet to be discovered.
First I will give a brief introduction to developmental control networks (CENEs). Then I present some
examples of types of gynandromorphs and relate them to the developmental control networks that gen-
erate them. It will be shown that each gynandromorph network has a corresponding meta-network
signature that can be used to distinguish and classify gynandromorphs. The study of gynandromorph
developmental networks gives fascinating new insights into how species originate, which I will discuss
at the end.
3 Modeling gynandromorphs
One of the best ways of understanding the complex processes involved in the development of multi-
cellular organisms is to computationally model the control network architecture of genomes and their
interactions with cells. Cells interpret the developmental control networks in their genome and give
that genome pragmatic meaning. The cell’s essential internal orientation and its external orientation in
space also needs to be modeled. In addition, one also has to model the cell-cell communication and cell
physics. One can then run simulations of multicellular development in space and time and observe the
resulting organism. The modeling also permits making changes to the network, running the simulation
again and seeing the new resulting form. Below I will describe the results of modeling gynandromorphs
and the developmental control networks (CENEs) that lead to their development from starting from a
single cell. This will give us a deep insight into the nature of not only gynandromorphs but into the
developmental control and evolution of all multicellular life.
3.1 Developmental Control Networks or CENEs
To understand the dynamics of development I take a perspective that goes beyond the current gene-
centered paradigm. My view is that the complexity of organisms and the related complexity of the
ontogeny of embryos requires control information that is not in genes. Genes make up the interacting
parts of the cell but they do not contain the information that orders, organizes and structures the dy-
namic development of multicellular systems. Genes produce parts and processes that are local to the
cell. CENEs (developmental control networks) contain the global control information for multicellular
development. CENEs are located in the the vast noncoding areas of genomes. CENEs are not gene
regulatory networks (GRNs) [19, 18, 26, 27, 106]. Instead, CENEs subsume and control the gene regu-
latory networks (GRNs) that control the activation of genes. Thereby, CENEs control and organize cell
actions such as division, movement and cell communication. CENEs can be linked together to form
larger more complex CENEs. The complete set of all CENEs in a genome is called the CENOME.
1When a theory cannot explain a phenomena it is simply ignored by the proponents of that theory. Research on gynan-
dromorphs was popular in the 1930’s and later (see articles in the Journal of Heredity 1929-present). Then, with the change of
biology’s scientific paradigm to molecular biology, since gynandromorphs could not be explained genetically, the area was largely
ignored. However, with the developmental control network theory [106] together with the theory of bilateral symmetry [108],
gynandromorphs can now be understood.
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The CENOME is the global control network that directs the development of Multi-Cellular Organisms
(MCOs).
3.2 The Interpretive-Executive System IES and bilateral symmetry
The cell has an interpretive-executive system (IES) that interprets the control information in the genome
and executes its directives [106] to control cell actions in the dynamic system of interacting cells in a
developing organism. Part of the IES is the implicit coordinate system in the cell associated with its ori-
entation and handedness. Using cell orientation and its epigenetic interpretation by the IES, the theory
of bilateral symmetry explains how bilaterally symmetric organism develop from a single cell [108].
This theory of bilateral symmetry explains the pseudo-symmetric development of gynandromorphs.
Combining the developmental control theory of CENEs with the theory of bilateral symmetry, explains
all the varieties of existing, possible and yet to be engineered or discovered gynandromorphs.
4 Basic gynandromorphs
Gynandromorphs found in the wild come in at least three forms: Bilateral2, polar, oblique [45]. Using
the computational theory of developmental control networks one can model and, starting from a single
cell, simulate the embryonic development all the basic gynandromorphs found in nature (see Fig. 2) as
well as the all other possible forms that may exist (see Sec. 7).
(a) Bilateral FM-FM-FM (b) Polar FF-FF-MM (c) Oblique FM-FM-MF (d) Spiral MF-FM-FM
Fig. 2: Basic gynandromorphs. The first three figures illustrate the basic gynandromorph morphologies
(bilateral, polar, oblique) found in mosquitos and other organisms. The last is a spiral gynandromorph that is a
theoretical possibility. The organism has three main sections: Head, midsection and tail. Notation: F = Female,
M = Male. Going from anterior to posterior in Fig.2d, MF-FM-FM means: The bilateral head MF is right side
Male and left side Female. The midsection FM is right side F and left side M. The posterior FM is right side F and
left side M. Let V = Ventral, D = Dorsal. When V and D are different as in the Spiral gynandromorph (Fig.2d) then
it is more fully described by the pair (V: MF-FM-FM, D: FM-MF-MF)
2The term “bilateral” is used in several senses. In its usual sense all the gynandromorphs (bilateral, polar and oblique) that we
are modeling are bilateral organisms in the sense that they have developed bilaterally from a single cell. In the second sense of
bilateral, when used to classify gynandromorphs, it means that the male and female parts of the organism are separated into the two
bilateral halves of the bilateral organism. Interestingly, there is a third sense of bilateral, that distinguishes bilateral development
from the bilateral structure of an organism. While the gynandromorphs develop bilaterally from a single cell, phenotypically they
are not necessarily bilateral in that the two sides of the bilaterally developing and developed organism need not be mirror images.
The male parts in one bilateral half will have male characteristics different from the corresponding female structure in the other
bilateral half. However, the cell orientations of the two bilateral halves will mirror each other as described in [108].
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Fig. 2, illustrates the three basic forms of gynandromorphs: Bilateral gynandromorphs (bilateral body
halves of opposite sex), polar gynandromorphs (anterior-posterior of opposite sex), and oblique gynan-
dromorphs (opposite sex body sections cross the bilateral plane). The spiral gynandromorph (when the
dorsal D and ventral V sections of the organism are inter folded) in Fig. 2d is a theoretical possibility I
have added the category of spiral gynandromorphs . .
At the same time gynandromorphs exhibit a pseudo symmetry in that they are bilaterally split down the
middle with opposite handedness (see Fig. 4b). The simulations of multicellular development of such
organisms was done with software based on the theoretical framework. In the case of gynandromorphs
the two bilateral founder cells have opposite orientations but now their control states activate distinct
developmental control networks (CENEs). Development then proceeds as if each side developed as part
of a normal bilateral organism.
5 Bilateral gynandromorphs
(a) Normal female (b) Gynandromorph (c) Chromosome view (d) Normal male
Fig. 3: A bilateral gynandromorph. The left figure Fig.3a is a normal female with a red head, orange
midsection and yellow posterior. The rightmost figure Fig.3d shows the normal male, which in this example is
morphologically identical to the female, but has different cell types which are indicated by shades of green. The
gynandromorph in Fig.3b combines the male and female where the growth of each bilateral half is based, in part,
on a different developmental control network. In this case, for the sake of clarity, the two halves are morphological
mirrors of one another, just the cell differentiation states are different (as indicated by the different colors in Fig.3b).
The chromosome view in figure Fig.3c, of stained purple and aqua marine cells, shows which parental allelic
genome, paternal or maternal, is active in each cell. One half is female and the other male. In principle, as long
as the resulting embryo is viable, a gynandromorph-like organism could be a hybrid consisting of halves of two
different organisms with distinct genomes.
5.1 Cell orientation in bilateral gynandromorphs
Most gynandromorphs exhibit a pseudo bilateral symmetry in that each lateral half of the organism is
the bilateral symmetric half of the normal organism. Just as in the development of normal bilateral
multicellular organisms, the cell orientation of gynandromorphs allows the consistent development of
these pseudo bilateral halves of the gynandromorphs [108].
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(a) Cell differentiation (b) Cell orientation (c) Chromosome view
Fig. 4: Three views of a bilateral gynandromorph. There is a Cell Differentiation View that shows the cell
differentiation state by color, an Arrow View that shows the cell orientations, and a Chromosome View that shows
which parental allelic genome, paternal or maternal, is active in each cell. Color codes: In the Cell Differentiation
View: Female cells F are red anterior, orange midsection, yellow posterior. Male cells M are shades of green. In
the Chromosome View: Female cells are aqua marine, Male cells are purple.
The growth of each bilateral half in Fig. 4 is based, in part, on a different developmental control sub-
network. In these multicellular organisms the two halves are morphological mirrors of one another, just
the cell differentiation states are different (as indicated by the different colors in the left Fig.4a). One
half is female and the other male. But, in principle, a gynandromorph-like organism could consist of
halves of two different organisms with distinct genomes as long as the resulting embryo is viable. The
middle Fig.4b shows the orientation states of the cells. Note the opposite orientation in the two body
halves. The right Fig.4c, of stained purple and aqua marine cells, shows which parental allelic genome,
paternal or maternal, is active in each cell.
5.1.1 Cell orientation in organ asymmetry
This phenomenon of autonomous development of the two body halves also relates to asymmetric de-
velopment. As in symmetric development, in asymmetric development the developing cells also have
a handedness and orientation that is inherited epigenetically. This means that the switch in orientation
of the asymmetric body part, e.g., left side to right side, is the result of a switch in orientation and
handedness of the asymmetric founder, progenitor cell. This explains the ease and consistency of the
switch of an organ or limb to its mirror, because the very same developmental control network (CENE)
is being used to control the development of the mirror organ or limb. All that needs to be changed is the
orientation of the founder cell.
Thus, early changes in cellular orientation have major developmental effects. Hence, mutations in that
lead to cell orientation switches can have vast evolutionary consequences [108].
5.2 Avian bilateral gynandromorphs
It used be thought that sexual dimorphism, the difference in morphology of male and female animals,
was due to hormones. In a fundamental and important discovery it was shown that developmental dif-
ferences in a chicken (gallus gallus domesticus) gynandromorph (Rooster-Hen in 5a) are cell based and
not hormone based [113, 22]. The cells on the different sides of the Rooster-Hen are of the opposite sex,
the rooster half being male and the hen half being female. In humans females have the homomorphic
XX sex chromosomes and the males have the heteromorphic XY sex chromosomes.
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Unlike humans, chicken sex chromosomes have the opposite heteromorphic sorting. The cells of fe-
male chickens have the heteromorphic ZW sex chromosomes while the males have homomorphic sex
chromosomes ZZ. Almost all of cells of the male half of the Rooster-Hen were male cells having the
homomorphic ZZ sex chromosomes of roosters. The cells on the female half of the Rooster-Hen were
female containing the heteromorphic WZ chromosomes of hens. The same hormone has the opposite
effect depending on the sex of the cells. For example it induces male progenitor cells to become testes
and female progenitor cells to become the female reproductive system [113, 22]. Hence, a hormone
which would be distributed evenly and effect both sides of the organism could not be responsible for
the different phenotypes observed in the Rooster-Hen. As a consequence the whole view of sexual di-
morphism (differences in the phenotype of males and females) and how, at least avian, gynandromorphs
originate has changed.
(a) Rooster-Hen (b) Rooster-Hen Wattles
Fig. 5: The Rooster-Hen gynandromorph. Fig.5a Rooster-Hen, right side female (brown), left side male.
Picture provided by Clinton. A version appears in [113]. Fig.5b The same Rooster-Hen, showing the difference in
wattles. The right side is female (brown) with small wattles, left side is male with large wattles.
5.2.1 Hormone information limits
While it should have been obvious, even without this result, that a hormone, which is a relatively simple
molecule, cannot contain the complex control information necessary for the development of the different
complex morphologies that distinguish males and females. The result of Clinton confirms the general
theory that development is based on developmental control networks (CENEs) [106]. And, it confirms
the network theory of gynandromorphs which states that, as is the case in the Rooster-Hen, the two
dimorphic body halves are controlled in part by different developmental control networks.
5.2.2 Prediction
Since the Rooster-Hen preserves autonomous bilateral development, its cells are not only of the opposite
sex and controlled by opposite sex developmental control networks, but the theory of bilateral symmetry
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predicts that they also are of opposite orientation and handedness [108]. Either early in development
some process led to the generation of two founder cells of opposite orientation with mirror handedness.
In the case of the Rooster-Hen gynandromorph these founder cells were also of opposite sex.
6 Mosquito gynandromorphs
Mosquitoes exhibit the basic palette of gynandromorphic types described in Sec. 4, namely, bilateral,
polar and oblique [45]. In this section we model the mixed polar-oblique form.
(a) Polar-Oblique Mosquito F (b) Polar-Oblique Female (c) MetaNet (d) Full Network
(e) Polar-Oblique Mosquito (f) Polar-Oblique Male (g) MetaNet (h) Full Network
Fig. 6: Polar-oblique mosquito gynandromorphs. Fig.6a Polar oblique mosquito drawing from a real
gynandromorph adapted from [45]. The head, right wing and midsection is male. The left wing and midsection is
female. The tail is female. Fig.6b A virtual polar oblique MCO with the same topology. Fig.6c The meta-network
that generates the MCO. Fig.6d The full network for the MCO. Fig.6e Polar oblique mosquito drawing of a real
gynandromorph adapted from [45]. The head, left wing and midsection is female. The left wing and midsection is
male. The tail is male. Fig.6f A virtual polar oblique MCO with the same topology. Fig.6g The meta-network that
generates the MCO. Fig.6h The full network for the MCO. Each parental genome is shown as one network with
meta-links connecting the two allelic-genomes.
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In addition to sexually mixed morphology, gynandromorphs can have conflicting sex based behavior
[70]. For example, polar gynandromorph mosquitos that have an anterior female half and a posterior
male half. The male abdomen is much smaller than the female’s. Such a polar gynandromorph mosquito
has a female brain and will behave like a female sucking blood to nourish its nonexistent eggs. It will
suck blood until its small and inadequate male abdomen bursts [89].
7 Gynandromorph combinatorics
Beyond the basic gynandromorphs Sec. 4 there are many possible forms.
(a) Mid half female
MM-FF-MM-MM
(b) Mid male (c) Symmetric male heart (d) Spiral-oblique
FM-FM-MF
(e) Top quarter female (f) Top quarter male (g) Quarter female (h) Quarter male
Fig. 7: Gynandromorph combinations. Computationally modeled bilateral gynandromorphs each grown
from a single cell (zygote) containing a set of male and female chromosomes. The gynandromorphs are only two
layers deep (dorsal and ventral) and have three anterior to posterior segments (head, midsection, tail). Illustrated
some of the many possible combinations of gynandromorphs. Fig.7a shows a dominantly male gynandromorph
with half of its midsection female. Fig.7b is a dominantly female gynandromorph with the whole midsection male.
Fig.7c depicts a symmetric male “heart” in an otherwise female body. Fig.7d is a spiral-oblique gynandromorph
where male and female sections interlock between ventral and dorsal sides. Fig.7e depicts a gynandromorph that
has bilateral male female anterior and midsections with a polar male posterior. Viewed differently the top quarter
is female and the rest male. In Fig.7f the top quarter is male. Fig.7g shows a female gynandromorph where the
whole front side is female in a male body. While Fig.7h shows the opposite.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 7 illustrate different forms of an idealized, very simple 3-segmented multicellular gynan-
dromorph consisting of only 72 cells. The interactive, transactivation of male and female chromosomes
lead to the phenotypes many of which are observed in nature.
The gynandromorphs in Fig. 2 and Fig. 7 are all bilateral multicellular organisms developed from a
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single cell. They attain their different forms because the male (M) and female (F) chromosomes are
differentially activated during development.
7.1 The possible developmental outcomes of gynandromorphs
It turns out the possible developments of gynandromorphs satisfy a combinatory logic. Given each
anterior to posterior section has two bilateral halves whose sex can vary independently, each bilateral
section can be in four possible states (MM, MF, FM, FF). Hence, if you just have two, anterior and
posterior, body sections then if you start with MM you can get MM-MM (normal), MM-MF (polar-
bilateral), MM-FM (polar-bilateral), MM-FF (polar). If you start with MF you can have MF-MM
(bilateral-polar), MF-MF (bilateral), MF-FM (oblique), MF-FF (bilateral-polar), etc. However, most
insects like the mosquito have 3 main sections or segments, an anterior head segment, a midsection and
a posterior, tail section. Each has possibly different ventral (front) and dorsal (back) sides. Furthermore,
each segment has distinct structure and possible further subsegments.
In Fig. 7, given 3 segments with 4 combinations (MM, MF, FM, FF) each, we have 43 = 64 possible
gynandromorphs. However, since we have two layers of cells, there is also a dorsal section D for each
ventral section V. When these are different as in Fig.2d = (V: MF-FM-FM, D: FM-MF-MF), then, since
both the ventral and dorsal sides of each section can vary independently, each section has 4 × 4 = 16
combinations. Hence, with 3 sections, we actually get 46 = 16 × 16 × 16 = 64 × 64 = 4096 possible
gynandromorphs. If we divide the midsection into two subsections, such as in the polar gynandromorph
(V: MM-FF-MM-MM, D: MM-FF-MM-MM) in Fig.7a, we get 16 more independent anterior-posterior,
ventral-dorsal combinations to give a total of 48 = 16×4096 = 65, 536 combinations of gynandromorphs.
Many of these transformations would be rather subtle and easily missed even when explicitly looking
for gynandromorphic individuals. Others are very bizarre. For example, one of these combinations is:
(V: MM-FM-MF-FF, D: FM-FF-MF-MM).
The organisms in Fig. 7 are part of an even larger space of possible gynandromorphs since the sections
can also vary laterally within a bilateral half as in 7c giving at least 410 = 16 × 65, 536 = 1, 048, 576
combinations of gynandromorphs.
7.2 Open questions
Given all these possible combinations each generating a different gynandromorph, why do we see only
the major gynandromorphs? Are we missing the rest because most changes are subtle? Or is there a
deeper organizational logic in the CENEs (developmental control networks) underlying the development
of the sections of insects?
To what extent are the differences in sexual dimorphism determined by the sex chromosomes? Are
some of the CENEs that generate the sex based morphology in CENEs located on autosomes?
8 Internetwork links between parental developmental network al-
leles leads to gynandromorphs
The root cause of gynandromorphism are internetwork links between allelic developmental control net-
works responsible for sex differences lying on allelic chromosomes. Each parent contributes a distinct
set of allelic chromosomes that contain an allelic but different developmental network for an organism.
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The mixture of these networks leads to the ontogeny of the organism. When subnetworks responsi-
ble for the sexual dimorphism of a species are interlinked in the same developing individual organism,
then that organism can exhibit aspects of both sexes. The linkage causes a jump from a developmental
parental network of one sex to the opposite sex developmental parental network. This link leads from
one network responsible for the morphology of one sex to the activation of the opposite sex morphol-
ogy and function. The more linkages there are between opposite sex developmental networks the more
variable the gynandromorph phenotype.
(a) Midsection male network (b) Midsection male
(c) Midsection male meta-network signature (d) Midsection male
Fig. 8: Two views of networks generating a gynandromorph with a male midsection. The top network
is the full view of the network including both the normal and meta-links while the bottom network shows only the
meta-links between the two allelic parental genomes.
8.1 Meta-network interaction protocols between parental CENEs
Each gynandromorph has a unique signature of meta-network links between parental developmental
control networks.
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(a) Bilateral gynandromorph meta-network (b) Bilateral gynandro-
morph
(c) Polar gynandromorph meta-network (d) Polar gynandro-
morph
(e) Oblique gynandromorph meta-network (f) Oblique gynandro-
morph
(g) Spiral gynandromorph meta-network (h) Spiral gynandromorph
(i) Spiral-oblique gynandromorph meta-network (j) Spiral-oblique
Fig. 9: Signatures of meta-networks that generate basic gynandromorphs. The main differences in
these networks are the meta-control linkages between the primary developmental networks. Each genome has
a unique signature of network links between its complementary parental haploid genomes. All the genomes are
identical except for their distinct inter-haploid network linkages.
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Irrespective of the number of combinations, what is interesting about these combinations is that they
indicate an underlying global organization in the genome and its cenome. It leads me to suspect that
the genome-cenome has a well organized architecture with sections of developmental control networks
partitioned to be in correspondence with the major sections that vary in gynandromorphs.
8.2 Deterministic versus stochastic meta-networks
The links between opposite sex developmental control networks may be deterministic or stochastic. If
they are deterministic then the same gynandromorphic phenotype will develop in all individuals whose
cells are controlled by that network. If the links are stochastic and occur with low probability then we
get what we see in the case of mosquitos were only a very small number of individuals appear to be
gynandromorphs. However, because many gynandromorphs may be subtle variations of the millions of
possibilities that are not overtly obvious, there may exist many more gynandromorphs than have been
recognized as such. Hence, the chromosomal link architecture between parental CENEs may be more
complex than indicated by the overt cases of insect gynandromorphs.
8.3 Bioengineering gynandromorphs
Given the existence of stochastic linkages between the developmental control networks of sex chromo-
somes, one should be able to engineer deterministic inter-sex developmental network links that replace
stochastic links in the allelic developmental control networks of an insect like the mosquito. This would
create a deterministic gynandromorphic network which if viable would lead to a specific gynandromor-
phic phenotype.
8.4 Genetic constraints on the space of possible gynandromorphs
The standard view is that variations in chromosome partitioning via unequal chromosomal placement
in daughter cells creates gynandromorphs. However, the work of Clinton has challenged this view (see
subsection 5.2). Still on both accounts, for sexually dimorphic gynandromorphs both the male and
female CENEs that control dimorphic differences in development must exist in the gynandromorph’s
genome. Chromosome loss or duplication can lead to inadvertent activation of the opposite sex chro-
mosome. This is equivalent to a meta-network link being formed between the different maternal and
paternal developmental networks.
We have shown above that chromosomal activation by cross chromosomal linking is an alternative way
to generate gynandromorphs. The meta-network signatures that distinguish various types of gyn72 gy-
nandromorphs assume a normal compliment of male and female CENEs, e.g., XY or ZW heteromorphic
chromosomes. The gynandromorphs result from switches of control between one CENE and the sex-
opposite CENE. This can be engineered into the CENEs by the creation a cross chromosomal link. It
can result of a mutation that switches a link to point to the homologous area of the opposite sex chromo-
some. Or, it can occur by different chromosomal placement in pairs of progenitor cells as the organism
develops.
Chromosomal placement can put limits on the future possible chromosomal divergence in daughter
cells. For example, if XY produces an XX-cell and a YY-cell then we get one normal female cell and
an abnormal male YY-cell. But neither of these cells can now generate a future mixed XY cell or cell
of the opposite sex since the opposite sex complement is missing. Hence, once such a chromosomal
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separation occurs, if sex dimorphism is determined by CENEs on the X and Y chromosomes exclu-
sively without the help of CENEs on autosomes then we can no longer get further gynandromorphic
differences. Thus if development establishes an XX bilateral half that half can no longer generate a
male Y based subsection. Whereas an XY bilateral half still has the potential to generate an XX female
subsection. Therefore, chromosome placement limits the types of possible gynandromorphs.
In the network perspective, chromosome placement limits the possible meta-networks to a proper sub-
set of the set of all possible meta-networks between sex based chromosomes. However, the early de-
velopment of the embryo can influence chromosomal placement so that one may still get the basic
gynandromorphs including bilateral, polar and oblique. Hence, the set of possible gynandromorphs
resulting from chromosomal placement is relative to the upstream developmental network (upstream
sub-CENE).
9 Synsexhemimorphism: Female and male hemimorphic organ-
isms
In a female that contains two X chromosomes, normally one of the X chromosomes is suppressed. If
not, we get abnormal development. The network theory of gynandromorphs predicts that there can exist
females and males in various gynandromorph-like forms but where the bilateral, polar, or oblique ver-
sions are not governed by opposite sex chromosomes, but by different same sex chromosomes and/or
autosomes from different parents. Similar can problems occur if the organism has two male Y chromo-
somes.
(a) Bi-Female Phenotype (b) Bi-Female Chromo-
some view
Fig. 10: Two views of a bilateral bi-female organism. This female looks normal with all three sections being
female. But actually, as the right chromosome view shows, each bilateral half of the embryo has developed from
different developmental networks located on a different chromosomes. Hence, there is the possibility of an organism
developing that is female, but with two distinct female ancestors generating the two bilateral body halves. Polar,
oblique and spiral versions are, of course, also possible. Hence, a person might inherit the head from their maternal
grandmother, the midsection from the paternal grandmother and the lower half from their maternal grandmother.
Thus, under the network theory of gynandromorphs there may exist organisms that are of the same sex
(are not gynandromorphs) but that have non symmetrical or non-coherent body sections because their
development was directed by distinct but same-sex developmental control networks.
Definitions: Synsexhemimorphs are same sex (male or female) organisms with asymmetric develop-
ment, of normally symmetric body parts/sections, resulting from different parental allelic, develop-
mental control networks ( CENEs). Gynohemimorphs are overtly female organisms with asymmetric
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body parts/sections resulting from different parental allelic, developmental control networks or CENEs.
Androhemimorphs are overtly male organisms with asymmetric body parts/sections resulting from dif-
ferent, allelic parental developmental control networks or CENEs.
9.1 Hemihyperplasia as synsexhemimorphism
In the case of human males because they have only one Y chromosome one might think that diandro-
morphs cannot exist. However, homologous, allelic autosomes (and perhaps even the X chromosome)
will usually contain nonidentical developmental control networks. Two homologous allelic CENEs on
homologous autosomes may thus conflict in their phenotype and if asymmetrically activated this phe-
notypic disparity would become evident.
Examples of synsexhemimorphs (androhemimorphs or gynohemimorphs) may be humans with hemi-
hyperplasia (hemihypertrophy) which is defined by asymmetric growth of normally symmetric body
parts or sections including the cranium, face, trunk, limbs, and/or digits. This may be a form of devel-
opmental network induced male or female hemimorphism. Note, under this hypothesis hemihyperplasia
need show neither chromosomal nor genetic abnormalities, because it is a result of meta-network cross
talk between homologous, allelic autosomal developmental networks (CENEs).
10 Control conflicts and the origin of species
This opens up a much more general and fundamentally important question: How is the contribution of
two different parents, their two different developmental control networks controlled? What determines
which of the two different parental networks acts when and where?
Since these organisms are bilaterally symmetric the meta-control network that specifies which network
is in charge at each point in space and time in development cannot be a random or stochastic pro-
cess. Otherwise, if it were stochastic then the two bilateral sides would be morphologically dissimilar
and not bilaterally symmetric. So too, identical twins show that the protocol of interaction (a meta-
network) between the two parental genomes containing divergent developmental networks, cannot be
random.
10.1 Sexual cooperation via meta-network protocols between parental
genomes
Furthermore, the existence of gynandromorphs appears to indicate that control of which parental net-
work is active at any given point in development cannot be a simple compromise between both networks
that takes the average of two conflicting directives to a given cell at each point in time.
If this line of reasoning is correct, then it follows that there must exist a meta-control network that
interlinks the two parental developmental control networks. This meta-control architecture implements
a control protocol that coordinates the action of the two parental genomic contributions may be universal
for a given species. Conflicts between such meta-control network linkages may be the cause of the very
existence species.
Hence, the existence and origin of species is primarily the result of divergent developmental control net-
works and specifically divergent meta-control networks that interlink primary developmental networks.
Thus, the evolution of species is the result of developmental network transformations.
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10.2 Evolution of species
Since coordination conflicts would likely lead to unviable offspring, difference in the meta-control ar-
chitecture, and hence, different meta-control linkages between parental networks, partition organisms
into distinct classes, thereby creating different species. Hence, the origin of species results from un-
resolvable control conflicts between the developmental networks of different, putative species. A new
species forms when the meta-control linkages between the parental networks of the new and the old
species are no longer compatible resulting pathological development and/or unviable embryos.
The difference between species is a matter of degree. The greater the difference between the develop-
mental networks of two species coordinating the networks of two divergent species becomes difficult
no matter what meta-control linkages exist. Thus, if all possible meta-linkages (other than the null link
and trivial links) between two parental networks fail to produce a viable offspring, then the species are
very distant. Once, we decode the syntax and semantics of genomes [104, 105], we will have a new
way of tracing the origin and evolution of species based on the architecture of developmental control
networks.
10.3 Reverse engineering species formation
Just as it may be possible to engineer gynandromorphs, so it may be possible to engineer new species
by modifying the meta-network interaction protocol or signature between parental CENEs. Also given
two different species it may be possible to reverse engineer the two species by transforming their meta-
network signatures to be compatible. This could make at least artificially induced fertilization between
formerly distinct species possible and the resulting embryonic development viable. Hence, formerly
distinct species A and B would have their meta-network signatures modified to A* and B* so that their
interactions A*xB* leads to a viable embryo. However, would A*xA* or B*xB* still be viable?
Alternatively, it may be possible to reverse engineer an ancient ancestor species by transforming the
meta-network signature to that of an ancestor. The case of atavisms shows that this is in principle possi-
ble. The feasibility depends on which ancient developmental control subnetworks are still there, hidden
in the organism’s genome. By combining related specie’s CENEs using meta-network signature trans-
formations one may be able to reverse engineer the common ancestor CENE taking parts from each of
the two or more species CENEs. For example, could avian (bird) CENEs meta-linked to reptile CENEs
by reverse species signature transformations allow the engineering of dinosaur like organisms?
11 Conclusion: How it all fits together
Gynandromorphs develop the way they do because of an interdependent cooperation between parental
developmental control networks (CENEs), gene regulatory networks (GRNs), epigenetic cell orienta-
tion, cell-cell interconnection physics, and cell communication. CENEs subsume GRNs to control cell
action. The cell’s interpretive-executive system (IES) interprets the control information in the genome
(its cenome) relative to the cell’s orientation and executes that information using the GRNs to activate
genes to perform various actions such as cell division, cell signaling, cell movement, and cell differ-
entiation. Cell physics of intercellular connections also plays its role in the ultimate outcome. Cell
communication is involved throughout development for spatial and temporal error correction, cell-cell
coordination and cooperation.
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Cells in the opposing symmetric body halves of bilateral organisms have opposite orientations and hand-
edness. Handedness once established is network autonomous unless and until it is changed. Gynandro-
morphs show that the handedness of development of one half of the multicellular organism MCO1 is
not dependent on a particular developmental control network N1 because the other oppositely oriented
half MCO2 of the gynandromorph can develop according to a different developmental control network
N2. Epigenetic cell polarity and not the genome is the primary cause of bilateral symmetry since cells
maintain and inherit their orientation and handedness epigenetically. Cell signaling may be used to
maintain polarity and orientation.
Since the same initial cell type can lead to two different morphologies in the two bilateral halves of
gynandromorphs, the genome and not the containing cell is the prime driver of multicellular morphol-
ogy. Gynandromorphs confirm the relative independence of morphology and cell orientation. It shows
the relative independence of the morphological control information contained in the genome and the
orientational information contained in the cell. Developmental control networks and not hormones de-
termine the morphology of each bilateral half of a gynandromorph. Divergent subnetworks of the global
developmental control network (the cenome) and not hormones determine the distinct morphology and
function of sexually dimorphic organisms. Unequal chromosomal partitioning between cells can cause
gynandromorphy because such partitioning can lead to modified meta-network linkages between allelic
parental networks (whether they are located on sex chromosomes or autosomes).
The parental allelic developmental control networks must cooperate via meta-network linking protocols
in order for coherent development to take place. Species form when established meta-network links
change or are replaced or supplemented by new internetwork links that make sexual network cooperation
between putative parental genomes unlikely or lead to unviable or infertile offsprings. Gynandromorphs
led us to the insight that not genetic differences but rather developmental network divergences and
incompatible meta-networks, which link the haploid developmental networks of the two parental sexes,
result in the origin of species.
12 Materials and methods
Cellnomica’s Software Suite (http://cellnomica.com) was used to model and simulate gynandromorph
multicellular development in space-time. The gynandromorphs in all the figures were all tested using
Cellnomica’s Software Suite. Each of the concepts discussed was modeled and simulated with artificial
genomes that generated multicellular bilaterally symmetric gynandromorphs starting from a single cell.
Both stochastic and deterministic gynandromorph networks were developed and tested. The illustrations
of multi-cellular systems are screenshots of cells that developed in virtual 4-dimensional space-time ,
modeled using the Cellnomica’s software. The illustrations of developmental control networks are
screenshots of networks modeled and run with Cellnomica’s software.
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